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of Corporate Governance. In many industries governance has become a hot
topic in recent years, as financial scandals have eroded confidence in many
professional and corporate organizations; remember Enron? As a result of government intervention, corporate CEOs are now personally responsible to ensure
accuracy of their company’s accounts and reports.
Corporate Governance is about establishing and enforcing laws and decision processes within an organization. Supported by management, the CEO has
to ensure that organizational objectives are attained and the organization’s
resources and assets are optimally used to create value. Corporate Governance
is often implemented by a governance board, responsible for protecting stakeholders’ rights. Such a board controls management decisions, oversees their
implementation and typically reports directly to either the CEO or Board
of Directors.
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“Top-performing enterprises generate

ular intervals. Now think about your organi-

innovation and leverage risks, they could

returns on their IT investments up to 40

zation’s IT investments – does your organi-

decide to partially fund “outside“ projects

percent greater than their competitors.”

zation regularly (or ever!) calculate ROI

which require new IT infrastructure, if those

[Weill-Ross]

(your “interest rate”) for all your IT invest-

projects have significant potential value for

ments? If your answer is “no” or “some-

other departments and/or future projects.

times,” how does your company determine

Then, when the new infrastructure is oper-

whether its IT investments have met the

ational, those wishing to utilize it must pay

stated goals? This is exactly why governance

the forerunners a percentage of the invest-

eration and Development (OECD) defines

calls for two activities: decide and monitor

ment – thereby providing the “leverage”

Corporate Governance as “providing the

– to keep focus on the long-term value for

structure for determining organizational

the organization, instead of only short-term,

The Organization for Economic Coop-

objectives and monitoring performance.” “project” success.

for future projects.
According to the IT Governance Institute, the responsibility for effective IT Govern

The key differentiator between top per-

Corporations have long used policies

ance spans the entire reporting line – from

forming organizations and their mediocre

and processes to both manage and monitor

the executive board and upper manage-

brethren is the latter: “monitoring perfor-

(a. k. a. govern) their key assets – human

ment down to individual group and/or

mance.” Organizations have to actively

resources, financial and physical assets,

team leads. The main goals include:

evaluate feedback and results from deci-

and intellectual property. Harvard Business

¬ Align IT with enterprise demands;

sions and investments – and with respect to

School researchers Peter Weill and Jeanne

¬ Realize promised benefits;

every organizational asset.

W. Ross advocate adding Information Tech-

¬ Utilize IT to increase the enterprise’s value.

Governance both empowers and controls. It empowers organizations’ managers

nology to the list of key strategic corporate
assets.

In practice, you will find IT Governance cov-

and stakeholders to make and implement

ers the following interrelated issues, at a

decisions, thereby enabling innovation and

minimum:

progress. At the same time, it controls to
prevent behavior not in the best interests

¬ IT Principles, a. k. a. IT Strategy, clarify the
What is IT Governance?

role Information Technology plays in the

of the organization. In short, governance

business. Examples of such principles are

determines who makes decisions and pro-

Whereas Corporate Governance focuses on

“centralized core systems versus decen-

vides them guidance.

strategic corporate assets, IT Governance is

tralized support systems,” “reliability

For example, imagine your Chief

strictly concerned with Information Tech-

before features and flexibility” or “lever-

Financial Officer (CFO) invests a significant

nology assets. Let’s look at an important

age economies of scale.” When deter-

amount of company funds in short term

example – IT budgets:

mining such principles, governance bod-

bonds with an AAA+ rated institution and a

ies have to combine strategic business

Although upper management custom-

variable interest rate guaranteed for five

arily approves the concrete amount of money

days. Everyone would expect that CFO to

available for IT in a given year (i. e., the IT

¬ IT Architecture defines standardized struc-

both monitor the interest rate and evaluate

budget), the IT Governance body – and this

tures and interfaces together with integration

the investment decision at reasonable, reg-

could be known by many names – is the

goals with their IT foundation.

specific role or group within the organization that determines the budget, defines



[Weill-Ross] The IT Governance list can

Key governance questions:

the rules/guidelines about how it will

also encompass IT Infrastructure, Infra-

¬ What decisions need to be made?

be allocated and decides how conflicting

structure Strategy and other governance

¬ Who decides?

requests will be resolved; the key “what,

frameworks such as IT Control, Human

¬ How do they decide?

who and how” governance questions pre-

Resources and Risk Management. How-

¬ How are results monitored?

viously mentioned. For example, if the IT

ever, our discussion focuses strictly on SOA

Governance body wanted to encourage

Governance
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standards – and provides the foundation

Both business and IT departments often

SOA Strategy and Drivers

for data, application and IT infrastructure.

influence the way IT Governance is imple-

Typical SOA strategy “phases” (see Figure 1)

In the context of architecture, IT Govern

mented, making it a shared responsibility

are also the basis for common SOA matu-

ance defines which kind of data or appli-

between different divisions of upper

cations need standardization.

management.

rity models. Phases can have different
“motivations,” or goals, but it is not neces-

¬ Business application needs provide the

¬ ROI and Value Achieved: Current organi-

sary to implement all phases equally in

link for IT applications to the overall busi-

zations invest in IT, but very often fail to

order to gain valuable benefits from a SOA.

ness strategy.

monitor the value created by their invest-

¬ IT Investment and prioritization clarifies

ments. A well-executed governance strat-

Phase 1 – Modernizing Production Systems

which IT architectures, initiatives or topics

egy creates value, provides measurable

Often motivation for a SOA is reuse of exist-

to fund and how to select between projects

ROI and helps you realize the full poten-

ing systems, such as mainframe applica-

competing for resources/budget.

tial of SOA.

tions. Well-defined service interfaces allow
the strategic IT assets of the enterprise to
become valuable assets across the internal

Expanding on what we learned from Corporate Governance, effective governance not

service market. Production applications

only defines how to monitor results, but also

SOA Governance has Enterprise 

encapsulated as services with new service

how to take corrective action. This holds true

Relevance

interfaces can be combined with new services to develop initial SOA applications, by

for all types of governance. Ideally all enterprise governance (Corporate, IT and SOA)

As SOA is a fundamental organization-wide

means of point-to-point connections. Key

should be integrated to yield the maximum

movement, it should not be governed just

SOA artifacts are the service interfaces and

synergy for effective decision-making and

by looking at certain technologies or IT projects.

adapters integrating the production sys-

management.

Previously we touched on the concept that

tems. This is the time to start thinking

SOA Governance is an integral part of over-

about SOA Governance.

What makes IT Governance so

all governance – but what exactly is it? One

important?

way to describe SOA Governance is that it

Phase 2 – Loose Coupling/Loosely-Coupled

Effective IT (and SOA) Governance relates

defines the decision-making authority for

Discoverable Services

directly to:

developing and/or modifying SOA artifacts;

Once an initial service pool is established,

¬ Profits: Independent studies have proven

and it has both a strategy and a lifecycle. In

secondary drivers for SOA initiatives are

that profits are higher in organizations

addition, it encompasses people (i. e., roles),

often practical management and produc-

with effective IT Governance – Harvard

technologies (i. e., tools) and processes

tion service usage. This is the time to start

Business School quantifies it to be in excess

(i. e., production) – further emphasizing the

implementing SOA Governance. New roles

of 20 percent.

far-reaching effects SOA Governance has

such as service architect/designer, and

¬ Resources and Effective Decision Making:

on the organization. Here we look at some

tools such as service registries/repositories

The number of people both directly and

of the drivers behind a SOA strategy and a

are now part of the SOA landscape. At this

indirectly involved in IT-related decisions

common SOA service lifecycle. Then we

point it pays to utilize tools which not only

is rising – a good reason to have effective

will build on this foundation, joining these

manage service interfaces, but also all key

decision-making processes in place. Even

concepts with a common SOA maturity

SOA artifacts. A good SOA registry/reposi-

business line managers influence IT

model to help us answer the question,

tory can support this requirement – and

“When does SOA Governance become

may easily become the “Swiss army knife”

¬ Conflict Resolution: Conflicting business

important to your enterprise?” Combining

for all SOA and SOA Governance participants.

goals of cost-effectiveness and flexibility

these key aspects of SOA Governance leads

require balancing across the organization.

us to practical SOA implementations.

spending today.
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Figure 1: SOA Strategy and Phases
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¬ Service Designer and Service Developer –
technical roles responsible for the technical
service design and implementation.
The service lifecycle also includes designand runtime aspects; for example – relationships between services and other SOA artifacts, such as Business Process Execution

Phase 3 – Composite Applications and

related artifacts and roles/actors. In prac-

Language (BPEL) and Extensible Process

Business Processes

tice, a business process analysis and opti-

Description Language (XPDL) process descrip-

Now that service management and pro-

mization request could result in either cre-

tions, graphical process diagrams based on

duction use is a reality, the wish for even

ation of a new service, modification of an

Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN),

easier service usage quickly ensues. Business

existing service or service reuse. Here SOA

business rules, verbal service descriptions,

units want to rapidly compose services into

Governance provides guidance by:

service policies, service metrics like “degree

new applications and have flexible process-

¬ Describing how new services move from

of service reuse” – and more.

ing. SOA promises of flexibility and agility

planning and design to production,

A very important element of SOA

become a reality. Keywords such as process

¬ Mandating that service reuse or modifi-

Governance is the management of the SOA

and flow descriptions (e.g., using WS-BPEL)

cation is always considered before a new

artifacts involved within a service lifecycle.

service is approved,

To gain an impression of the magnitude,

come to mind as additional artifacts during
this phase. Now new applications are about
assembly, not development.
Further phases eventually lead to an
enterprise-wide SOA, where entities such

¬ Ensuring that reviews are an integral part
of each phase, and
¬ Defining what each role does in the
service lifecycle.

complexity and importance of this, consider
the following:
For one single service, the initial analysis, implementation and production phases
alone provide a wealth of documents and

as rules, business and IT roles, development and governance tools, SOA produc-

Roles play an important part in the service

artifacts to be managed (e. g., business

tion, and so on, are established and com-

lifecycle as well, and SOA Governance

processes, business cases and additional

monly used throughout the enterprise.

helps define what roles are needed, where

requirements, later followed by architec-

Iteratively and incrementally SOA and SOA

and when. For example, if we look at service

ture, implementation, test and production

Governance provide higher and higher

interface design, we find it typically involves

documents). Each of these artifacts pro-

the following roles:

vides long term value for service users and

¬ Service champion – the business depart-

providers – not to mention that they need

enterprise value.
SOA Service Lifecycle

ment and/or person which owns this

to be available for other SOA participants as

By examining and relating some key

service;

well. So it’s easy to see that manual management of even a small number of ser-

aspects of the SOA Service Lifecycle, we

¬ Architect – responsible for service busi-

can better understand what practical SOA

ness design and if an existing service can

vices becomes very tedious, if not impos-

Governance is all about. The SOA service

be reused, modified, or versioned; also

sible; the right tools – at the right time – are

lifecycle (see Figure 2) involves services,

essential for successful SOA Governance.
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Service Lifecycle and SOA Roles

Service-Architect/Designer

Figure 2: Service Lifecycle and SOA Roles

Business Architect

Service
(Interface)
Design

Architecture
Review
Service
Implementation
Developer

ance, an organization or enterprise needs
to at least address the following:

Business
Process
Design

Service
Test

1. Define and publish your SOA goals – give

SOA Registry/
Repository

your SOA a clear target and tell your
stakeholders about it.

Business Champion

Business
Monitoring

ServiceOperation

Tester

2. Define the SOA organizational structure –
identify the SOA Governance body first

Administrator

and then define required roles, such as
service architect, and assign each a clear
set of responsibilities. The SOA Govern
ance body should include at least one

SOA Maturity and Governance

ance should be initiated during level 1 and

SOA Governance is a strategic investment

SOA registry/repository support added when

have direct links to upper management

which spans the enterprise and functions

moving from level 1 to level 2 (Figure 3).

and be empowered to decide SOA-related
issues.

best as a project on its own. Ideally SOA
Governance, key roles and related tools,

representative from both business and IT,

Improve Governance in Parallel

3. Create the required processes for SOA

such as a SOA Registry/Repository, should

In principle, SOA Governance should not be

Governance – begin with initial concepts,

be established and operational even before

implemented without the complementary

such as service design, service develop-

initial services are in production.

Corporate and IT Governance. However,

ment through service deployment and

these could, and should, evolve together; if

operation. Make sure to correlate roles

Also relevant, SOA maturity models
help keep the SOA enterprise vision “in

an organization suffers from an underde-

and responsibilities with tasks relevant for

mind.” To establish trust in SOA, a pilot

veloped IT Governance, its SOA initiative

your specific SOA initiative. For example,

project typically introduces SOA incremen-

with integrated SOA Governance could be

it’s a design-time responsibility to decide

tally with just a few services. Initial services

used to improve overall governance issues.

which access-rights someone will need

are often derived from existing production

to consume a new service or which

applications and have business value, but

SOA Governance has considerable synergy

response-time can be guaranteed in its

are not mission critical. Since they are small,

with IT Governance – and they should

policy. It’s a runtime responsibility to

pilot projects can oftentimes employ man-

evolve together.

monitor that the aforementioned policies are met. (Remember that governance

ually-controlled documents and spreadsheets to describe services, artifacts and

is about decisions and monitoring!) At a

their relationships. Once the early phase

minimum, assign the roles “Business

has concluded and SOA has the enterprise’s

Implementing SOA Governance

Service Architect,” “Technical Service
Architect” and “Service Administrator”

“green light,” planning for the systematic
development of SOA can commence. SOA

Proper planning is key to implementing

Governance with comprehensive tool sup-

SOA Governance successfully. First, evaluate

port is critical from this point forward.

what needs to be governed, and then

Since SOA infrastructure is potentially het-

decide how it will be governed and moni-

erogeneous – SOA Governance should be

tored. When implementing SOA Govern

handled with a best-of-breed (or best-fit)

The need for SOA and IT Governance escalates as you ascend levels; SOA Govern

appropriately within your organization.

product strategy.
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Governance and SOA Registry/Repositories

SOA Maturity and Governance Levels
SOA optimization
SOA consistency

4. Evaluate and decide the technical issues –
first, get the proper tools for the job –

SOA lifecycle management

specific technologies and products. In
the beginning, simple tools, such as

SOA business services

Wikis that enable collaborative authoring
are sufficient. However, as the number

SOA enablement

of services and service users increases
beyond 10, complexity will correspond-

Technology enablement

ingly increase exponentially; ensure your

5
4
3
2
1

SOA maturity Level

Figure 3: ”SOA Maturity“– Introducing SOA

Full Scale IT and
SOA Governance

Service
Registry/Repository as
Enabler for Governance
Initial IT and SOA
Governance

0

tools will grow with you, and are integrated and federated to the widest possible degree. Next, establish how the
enterprise will decide questions concerning basic infrastructure, such as service

rather than forcing you to pick just a

bus, SOA Registry/Repository or devel-

predefined tool set.

service
#2: A business analyst plans a change

opment tools? How will new technologies be integrated into the existing IT

#1: An architect plans development of a

A priori define how to evaluate new tech-

within a certain business process

landscape? The “one size fits all” approach

nologies and products and make appropri-

#3: The CIO needs to monitor service reuse

is often not suitable for SOA. Imagine

ate decisions.

#4: A chief business officer needs to moni-

Practical SOA Governance – Use Cases

#5: A chief business officer needs to ensure

tor a business process

design artifacts, interfaces, policies etc.
stored in a SOA Registry/Repository, an

specific policies of a service

ESB for integration, management tools

Design- and runtime are two very important,

for runtime SOA Governance supervision,

interconnected stages in a service’s lifecycle;

a SOA Registry/Repository which can

decisions made during design-time directly

Use Case #1: An architect plans devel-

interface with existing Service registries

influence runtime results. Design-time typi-

opment of a service

or LDAP servers, project documentation

cally spans service planning, design, imple-

First the architect discusses the overall

tools, development environments and

mentation and testing phases. Design-time

business context with the appropriate busi-

more – flexible SOA technology should

actors are the people who, for example,

ness analyst. Next, he researches whether

allow using all of them in a federation,

Start early with SOA Governance,

make the many business and technical

similar processes already exist using the

decisions needed, clarify and establish the

service repository and document manage-

interfaces, identify reusable services, and

ment system advocated by his SOA Govern

develop and test service implementations.  

ance team. His internal SOA RSS news

rather than waiting until many

In contrast, during runtime people

feeder recently notified him of upcoming

services are already in place; a

are only involved as users; the actors are

service changes, and linked him directly to

holistic, yet simple, governance

most often production services. In this

an internal Blog discussion about those ser-

approach at the beginning of your

stage, services or composite applications

vices and their usage. Finding a suitable

SOA initiative provides the ground-

call other services utilizing real parameters

candidate for reuse, also rated “high” in the

work for success!

and policies.

internal Blog, he phones the responsible

The following use cases present SOA
Governance from role-based perspectives:
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service owner (a role defined by SOA

effective later in the year. Since the HR pro-

Governance) using contact data contained

cesses are SOA-based, he uses his browser-

tions in different applications. From there

in the SOA Registry/Repository.

based SOA Registry/Repository to find the

this is a classical change request (and may
be handled similar to Use Case #1).

for parallel usage of both service genera-

Then the architect and service owner

definition of the relevant HR processes, as

mutually decide on the required enhance-

specified in his company’s SOA Governance

All the business analyst’s changes are

ments to the existing service, using the

policy. Locating a graphical process model

monitored and recorded by the SOA Govern

decision process prescribed by their SOA

for that particular process, he finds it con-

ance tool suite (e. g., SOA Registry/Reposi-

Governance rules. Design and development

tains a well-balanced amount and depth of

tory and related tools) so other members

also follow the established rules – then

information, including what parts of the

of the SOA initiative can benefit from his

implementation, service versioning, testing

process are implemented by which serv

work.

and, finally, getting the updated service

ices, and also provides detailed interface

operational.

descriptions. User comments on the serv

Use Case #3: The CIO needs to monitor

Figure 4 shows this typical drill-down

ices provide valuable advice, for example,

service reuse

scenario: An integrated SOA environment

HR process changes must be reviewed by

The CIO needs to finish her monthly status

lets people find the information they

the workers’ union, so he knows to schedule

report for the board meeting. She has been

require – ranging from detailed technical

a review session and by when.

asked to report whether the company’s
goals for service reuse have been met (a

documentation (interface contracts, BPEL

Next, he models the updated parts of

models, policy assertions and so forth) and

the process in the modeling tool provided

classical SOA Governance issue). With sev-

informal social network information, such

by IT and SOA Governance, and uses the

eral hundred operational services and mil-

as user ratings, to contact information for

SOA Repository/Registry to conduct an

lions of service-calls per week, her SOA is

those responsible. This kind of tool support

impact analysis as described in the SOA

state-of-the art. Manual tracking of service

characterizes effective governance.

Governance role and process documenta-

definitions,

tion. With the tool, he finds that one opera-

would be impossible; the CIO relies on the

interfaces

and

invocations

Use Case #2: A business analyst

tional service will be affected by the

company’s SOA Registry/Repository, feder-

plans a change within a certain

change. He notifies the appropriate service-

ated with ESB and management tools, to

business process

owner, who was assigned by the SOA

do this job for her. Monitoring and report-

A business analyst needs to incorporate

Governance team. The modified service

ing activities, such as these, are defined by

some changes into the company’s HR pro-

will receive a new version number, as pre-

the company’s SOA Governance runtime

cesses to meet new law requirements

scribed by SOA Governance rules, to allow

strategy. In this case, the Registry/Repository data reflects that 21 % of all services
are used in more than 90 % of all service
invocations – clearly showing that these

Figure 4: “Architect finds information” related to service

services form the core IT assets of the
Service Users (consumers) Rating Service_bp_19:
Average ++++
Min: +++
Max: +++++
Comments: runs smoothly,meets our expectation
Contact: >Alice.K@your_org.biz>

enterprise.
To her surprise, the CIO also finds that

2. hyperlink to
user comments

a number of services are operational but
have not been used within the last six

Service Repository/Registry
(automated/integrated):

Architect,
developing
a service

1. queries repository
for similar services

Your search found
NAME
Service_bp_19:
Service_bp_33:
Service_bp_35:
Service_cp_09:
Service_hr_11:
...

7 results:
Relevance
100%
100%
95%
93%
90%

months. The CIO identifies the business and
IT service architects responsible for the
un-used core services and asks them to
conduct an internal retrospective meeting
with the SOA team.

Service_bp_19: Technical
Documentation:
Overview:
Interfaces: see bp_19.wsdl
Policies: see bp_19.pol



3. hyperlink to
technical docs
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Figure 5: Policies and other aspects at design- and runtime.

tool federation comprised of an ESB, a

Business or IT Architect, Manager

management and monitoring tool and a
runtime-registry/repository to handle
this request.

defines

requires

Combining design- and runtime policies
Policies
Design-time
Service Aspects

(“requirements”) requires traceability between
Runtime Service
Aspects

Security,
Performance,
Flexibility,
Availability

different lifecycle phases. This is a daunting
task to tackle manually, perhaps impossible, but
quite doable when performed automatically.

monitors

ensures

SOA Governance Toolsuite
(Registry, Repository, ESB,
Management/Monitoring, . . .)

Benefits of SOA Governance 
Governance is not an option but a must
within SOA initiatives to ensure success.
Introducing SOA Governance yields a num-

Use Case #5: A chief business officer

ber of important benefits for the enterprise,

regularly – it avoids negative surprises – and

needs to ensure specific policies of a

not just certain IT projects.

builds on proven expertise in your own

service

organization.

The highest-ranking business executive

ernance, companies can avoid uncontrolled

needs to ensure several policies (in pre-SOA

service development; and when service

Use Case #4: A chief business officer

times, this was referred to as qualities or

design is well supported by SOA Govern

needs to monitor a business process

non-functional requirements) of a certain

ance and governance tools, reuse of exist-

Monitor your level of service reuse

By properly implementing SOA Gov-

The chief business officer of your sales

billing service:

ing services and related artifacts is

organization is interested in certain results

¬ The service shall only be used by autho-

enhanced. In contrast with former isolated

from the Western sales region. He remem-

rized users and consumers – a security

design decisions, projects can now rely on

bers recently his direct reports spoke about

requirement which has consequences for

appropriate documentation and metadata

some business processes which used a

both design- and runtime. Their SOA Gov-

to only develop the parts really needed –

new set of business statistic services. He

ernance strategy prescribes a strict role-

and reuse everything else. With SOA Gov-

asks his personal assistant (PA) to find the

based access model and monitoring of

ernance in place, you don’t need to fear

business service that can provide the infor-

runtime-policies; therefore the business

service inflation with its associated high

mation he needs. Utilizing the company’s

executive asks the chief architect to have

maintenance costs.

SOA Registry/Repository, the PA quickly

these policies incorporated in the ser-

browses the business service descriptions

vice’s metadata (See Figure 5).

SOA Governance optimizes technical
manageability for your SOA. It leverages

(their SOA Governance rules require this

¬ In addition, some customers now require

the benefits of service monitoring at a

description for all services) and, using the

higher performance in several of their

technical level along with advanced fea-

Excel integration available with this service,

processes, so the business executive asks

tures of business activity monitoring (BAM).

prepares a table with the requested sales

the chief architect to add the desired

Achieving this goal requires strong, consis-

results, including SLA exceptions he found

average response times to the appropriate

tent tool support.

as a result.

policy. This has consequences from design-

By covering both technical and busi-

through runtime, so the architect uses

ness artifacts, SOA Governance makes busi-

their well-integrated SOA Governance

ness goals traceable into respective service
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implementations. It even helps uncover
hidden dependencies between various ser-

SOA and SOA Governance aspects stepby-step.

vice consumers and providers – avoiding

¬ Center of excellence: Establish a SOA

ness and SOA IT to use processes, domain
models, etc.; without organization, SOA
Governance will not work.

ripple effects from modifications or updates.

“center of excellence,” which forms the

¬ Establish SOA metrics: Let your SOA

With a working SOA Governance in place,

base for SOA Governance bodies, such as

Governance team establish SOA metrics

you’ll know the exact consequences of

a SOA Governance team. Such a group

to measure SOA effectiveness, e. g., service

changes to existing services and which

needs to be cross-organizational and

reuse. Give benefits for “good rankings”

consumers it potentially affects. This high-

include business representatives as well

in service metrics, e. g., for service devel-

lights the fact that design- and runtime

as IT people, such as architects and senior

opment and more importantly, service

service call monitoring is a must-have fea-

engineers.

reuse. Let the metrics be supported by

ture for a state-of-the art governance Reg-

¬ Governance friendly culture: Be sure,

istry/Repository, having the added benefit

to establish a governance friendly culture

that when service changes will occur, con-

across your organization. You need orga-

Be sure your SOA Governance team

sumers can be automatically notified prior,

nizational buy-in for effective (SOA)

works fast on standard processes like

so they can be proactive, rather than reactive.

governance. Show them the benefits that

“approval of a service design,” otherwise

good governance can provide and sponsor

you will hinder your day-to-day projects.

their usage; comprehensive, easy-to-use

¬ Expert knowledge: Examine SOA Govern

tool support will help this.
Best Practices

tools as your SOA grows.
¬ Fast standard SOA Governance processes:

ance case studies and expert knowledge.

¬ Internal cooperation: Ensure your SOA

¬ Avoid too much regulation: SOA Governance

Governance cooperates with version con-

should strive to strike the right balance

¬ Upper management visibility: Ensure

trol and document management, not

between rules/strictness and flexibility/

SOA Governance, including the overall

against. These systems store valuable

creativity. Getting the right amount of

SOA initiative, has upper management’s

information and meta-information, espe-

pressure requires experience.

attention. Without this it will likely fail or

cially needed by service architects and

founder – due to high initial costs and

service developers.

Common Mistakes to Avoid

later-realized results (e. g., middle to long

¬ Federate with existing systems: Ensure

term improvements in flexibility and cost

your SOA tool suite can federate with all

In a fundamental and groundbreaking

savings).

kinds of existing repositories, document

effort like SOA, a great deal of (well-

¬ Early SOA Governance: Introduce SOA

stores and development tools within your

intended) things can go wrong. Apply special

Governance early on to avoid chaotic ser-

organization. It’s unlikely you will have

care to avoid common mistakes.

vice growth. Is it evolution or revolution -

the freedom to develop a completely

enterprises already talk about “legacy”

new SOA from the ground floor up.

¬ SOA Governance “committee”: Ensure,

¬ Standardize your SOA: Your SOA center of

that your SOA Governance team decides

¬ No big bang: Avoid a big bang – intro-

excellence and, later on, your SOA Govern

quickly. A SOA Governance team could

duce SOA and SOA Governance incremen-

ance team, should standardize your SOA

become a bottleneck or even a single

tally. Don’t try to switch overnight to full SOA

technologies; otherwise you risk intro-

point of failure.

Web services…!

Governance. Ensure that SOA Governance

ducing another technology silo.

¬ Performance ignorance: Do not ignore

forms a part of your overall IT Governance.

¬ Organize and align: Let your SOA Govern

performance! Performance is still key for

Introduce initial technical, organizational

ance team drive alignment of SOA busi-

production applications. Additional overhead added by SOA Governance, such as
collection of SOA related events “calls to

Special Note: Avoid bottlenecks! No single person or commit-

a service per millisecond” must not intro-

tee should hinder business and service agility by postponing

duce performance issues.

decisions – ensure proper and fast decision-making processes
and rules.
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¬ Service registry chaos: Just using a simple
UDDI service registry without an agreed
Key Points for Success

References

issues, avoidance of policies and rules, etc.

¬ Expect that Service Orientation and SOA

[CorpGov]: www.corpgov.net

¬ SOA “un-readiness”: Before thinking

initiatives will result in some fundamen-

SOA Governance model might quickly result
in inefficient service lifecycles, security

about SOA or SOA Governance, check that
your enterprise is SOA-ready. SOA in a single
application usually won’t help much.
¬ IT-centric SOA Governance perspective:

tal organizational changes.
¬ SOA Governance has to be part of overall
corporate IT Governance.

[ebizQ-2006]: “The Current State of SOA
Governance ”; ebizQ White Paper/Online
survey; www.ebizQ.net; 2006

¬ SOA without governance will likely result

SOA Governance must include both busi-

in service chaos vs. delivering on its

ness and IT perspectives since it estab-

promises.

[ITGI]: IT Governance Institute, www.itgi.org

lishes and controls business value. SOA

¬ SOA Governance builds on organization,

[Totev-Oct06]: “SOA Governance und Repos-

Governance driven solely by IT without

roles and rules, and should govern artifacts,

itories: Vernunftehe oder Traumhochzeit?”

the business perspective may not pro-

service descriptions, artifact relationships,

Computerwoche Article. Ivo Totev, Oct 2006

vide any or enough business value.

policies, service level agreements, service

¬ Lack of CxO-support: Not taking enter-

metrics, etc. throughout the SOA lifecycle.

[Weill-Ross]: Peter Weill, Jeanne W. Ross: IT

prise-wide consequences into account

¬ To gain valuable, measurable results,

Governance: How Top Performers Manage

via executive support and leaving SOA to

practical SOA Governance implementa-

IT Decision Rights for Superior Results,

the techies will result in little business

tions need tools which work jointly in a

Harvard Business School Press, 2004

value achieved.

tool federation, e. g., an ESB, SOA Regis-

¬ SOA Extremes: Extreme mindsets, such as

try/Repository and runtime management.

“SOA and its governance is nothing new”

¬ Practical use cases for SOA Governance

About Software AG
Software AG, headquartered in Darmstadt,

vs. “SOA helps for everything” and “SOA

provide some hints as to what you can

Germany, provides a full range of products

Governance gives us the license to print

expect from your investments.

and services to deliver a service-oriented

our own money” provides little business

¬ Best practices and things to avoid help

architecture (SOA) IT infrastructure, based

value and long-term will lead to high

you implement your SOA Governance in

on over thirty-five years experience in high-

frustration.

reality.

performance databases, application devel-

¬ IT (Web services) centric design: Approaches

You’ll find a practical implementation

opment tools and integration technologies.

which assume that a couple of Web ser-

of concepts described and proposed in this

Its technology offers process driven inte-

vices are already a SOA will fail. Such a

paper at http://www.softwareag.com/cen-

gration through legacy modernization and

design will often ignore performance

trasite. CentraSite™, the jointly developed

SOA based integration. Software AG helps

aspects, reuse, loose coupling, metadata

SOA repository from Software AG and

its customers to achieve a competitive

support, policies or other SOA goodies.

Fujitsu, is a full-featured solution for SOA

advantage through flexible and adaptive

¬ Over-regulation: Over-regulation can go

Governance built on an open and standards-

business processes based on fast and easy

wrong in many ways. Find the right

based next-generation SOA Registry/Repos-

integration of existing IT assets. It supports

amount of governance to keep your busi-

itory. With CentraSiteTM you can leverage

the mission-critical systems of over 3,000

ness and IT people creative and flexible

the benefits of systematic and efficient SOA

customers globally. Software AG is repre-

on the one hand, while giving them guid-

Governance approaches – including systematic

sented in around 70 countries with more

ance and transparency on the other.

monitoring and reporting capabilities to

than 2,700 employees. It is listed on the

oversee your SOA initiative.

Frankfurt Stock Exchange (TecDAX, ISIN DE

Implementing SOA processes iteratively

0003304002/SOW). In 2005 Software AG

and incrementally helps ensure the continu-

posted 438 million in total revenue.

ous architectural evolution of the overall SOA.

http://www.softwareag.com.
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